Largest jet boat

A jetboat is a boat propelled by a jet of water ejected from the back of the craft. Unlike a
powerboat or motorboat that uses an external propeller in the water below or behind the boat, a
jetboat draws the water from under the boat through an intake and into a pump-jet inside the
boat, before expelling it through a nozzle at the stern. Jetboats were originally designed by Sir
William Hamilton in His goal was a boat to run up the fast-flowing rivers of New Zealand that
were too shallow for propellers. Previous attempts at waterjet propulsion had very short
lifetimes, generally due to the inefficient design of the units and the fact that they offered few
advantages over conventional propellers. Unlike these previous waterjet developments, such as
Campini's and the Hanley Hydrojet , Hamilton had a specific need for a propulsion system to
operate in very shallow water, and the waterjet proved to be the ideal solution. The popularity of
the jet unit and jetboat increased rapidly. It was found the waterjet was better than propellers for
a wide range of vessel types, and waterjets are now used widely for many high-speed vessels
including passenger ferries, rescue craft, patrol boats and offshore supply vessels. Jetboats are
highly manoeuvrable, and many can be reversed from full speed and brought to a stop within
little more than their own length, in a manoeuvre known as a "crash stop". The well known
Hamilton turn or "jet spin" is a high-speed manoeuvre where the boat's engine throttle is cut,
the steering is turned sharply and the throttle opened again, causing the boat to spin quickly
around with a large spray of water. There is no engineering limit to the size of jetboats, though
whether they are useful depends on the type of application. For very large propellers turning at
slow speeds, such as in tugboats , the equivalent size waterjet would be too big to be practical.
The vast majority of waterjet units are therefore installed in high-speed vessels and in situations
where shallow draught, maneuverability, and load flexibility are the main concerns. The biggest
jet-driven vessels are found in military use and the high-speed passenger and car ferry industry.
Even these vessels are capable of performing "crash stops". A conventional screw propeller
works within the body of water below a boat hull, effectively "screwing" through the water to
drive a vessel forward by generating a difference in pressure between the forward and rear
surfaces of the propeller blades and by accelerating a mass of water rearward. By contrast, a
waterjet unit delivers a high-pressure "push" from the stern of a vessel by accelerating a
volume of water as it passes through a specialised pump mounted above the waterline inside
the boat hull. Both methods yield thrust due to Newton 's third law â€” every action has an
equal and opposite reaction. In a jetboat, the waterjet draws water from beneath the hull, where
it passes through a series of impellers and stators â€” known as stages â€” which increase the
velocity of the waterflow. Most modern jets are single-stage, while older waterjets may have as
many as three stages. The tail section of the waterjet unit extends out through the transom of
the hull, above the waterline. This jetstream exits the unit through a small nozzle at high velocity
to push the boat forward. Steering is accomplished by moving this nozzle to either side, or less
commonly, by small gates on either side that deflect the jetstream. Because the jetboat relies on
the flow of water through the nozzle for control, it is not possible to steer a conventional jetboat
without the engine running. Unlike conventional propeller systems where the rotation of the
propeller is reversed to provide astern movement, a waterjet will continue to pump normally
while a deflector is lowered into the jetstream after it leaves the outlet nozzle. This deflector
redirects thrust forces forward to provide reverse thrust. Most highly developed reverse
deflectors redirect the jetstream down and to each side to prevent recirculation of the water
through the jet again, which may cause aeration problems, or increase reverse thrust. Steering
is still available with the reverse deflector lowered so the vessel will have full maneuverability.
With the deflector lowered about halfway into the jetstream, forward and reverse thrust are
equal so the boat maintains a fixed position, but steering is still available to allow the vessel to
turn on the spot â€” something which is impossible with a conventional single propeller. Unlike
hydrofoils , which use underwater wings or struts to lift the vessel clear of the water, standard
jetboats use a conventional planing hull to ride across the water surface, with only the rear
portion of the hull displacing any water. With the majority of the hull clear of the water, there is
reduced drag, greatly enhancing speed and maneuverability, so jetboats are normally operated
at planing speed. At slower speeds with less water pumping through the jet unit, the jetboat will
lose some steering control and maneuverability and will quickly slow down as the hull comes
off its planing state and hull resistance is increased. However, loss of steering control at low
speeds can be overcome by lowering the reverse deflector slightly and increasing throttle â€”
so an operator may increase thrust and thus control without increasing boat speed itself. A
conventional river-going jetboat will have a shallow-angled but not flat-bottomed hull to improve
its high-speed cornering control and stability, while also allowing it to traverse very shallow
water. At speed, jetboats can be safely operated in less than 7. One of the most significant
breakthroughs, in the development of the waterjet, was to change the design so it expelled the
jetstream above the water line, contrary to many people's intuition. Hamilton discovered early

on that this greatly improved performance, compared to expelling below the waterline, while
also providing a "clean" hull bottom i. It makes no difference to the amount of thrust generated
whether the outlet is above or below the waterline, but having it above the waterline reduces
hull resistance and draught. Hamilton's first waterjet design had the outlet below the hull and
actually in front of the inlet. This probably meant that disturbed water was entering the jet unit
and reducing its performance, and the main reason why the change to above the waterline made
such a difference. Queenstown, New Zealand , where jetboats are used extensively for
adventure tourism , claims to be the jetboat capital of the world, and jetboats are very common
for many coastal and riverine tourism activities in the country, such as the Excitor in the Bay of
Islands. Applications for jetboats include most activities where conventional propellers are also
used, but in particular passenger ferry services, coastguard and police patrol, navy and military,
adventure tourism which is becoming increasingly popular around the globe , pilot boat
operations, surf rescue , farming , fishing , exploration , pleasure boating , and other water
activities where motor boats are used. Recently there has been increasing use of jetboats in the
form of rigid-hulled inflatable boats and as luxury yacht tenders. Many jetboats are small
enough to be carried on a trailer and towed by car. As jetboats have no external rotating parts
they are safer for swimmers and marine life , though they can be struck by the hull. The safety
benefit itself can sometimes be reason enough to use this type of propulsion. One of the
jetboats was sunk by a friend of Hillary. The fuel efficiency and performance of a jetboat can be
affected by anything that disrupts the smooth flow of water through the jet unit. For example, a
plastic bag sucked onto the jet unit's intake grill can have quite an adverse effect. From
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figures courtesy of Weber Motor Corporation. If you are looking for high-performance, thrilling
water rides, jet boats are the way to go. With these jets, you can drive at exhilarating speeds,
enjoy unparalleled maneuverability and boast leap onto planes without holding back. These
watercraft are uniquely different from your traditional water boat. Unlike the conventional prop
and outdrive used in water boats, jet boats are powered by single or double engine
configurations with an impeller that sucks water in through a grate in the hull and propels the
boat. One of the biggest factors here is safety; without a prop at the back, anyone can swim or
tube near the stem without worrying too much. Another thing about jet boats is that you can
practically take them any place because they have less of a draft. You can easily take your jet
boat stern in and walk out into the beach without having to swim to land. Make sure the water is
a couple of inches deep and has no obstructions. With a jet boat, you can get multiple seating
rooms with enough space to move around the boat thanks to the compact engines. These boats
tend to be smaller and are commonly used for navigating in inland waterways like lakes and
rivers or in areas near the shore. They also make an ideal choice for family watersports like
waterskiing, wakeboarding, and tubing. A jet boat is one of those crazy adventure sport boats
that was originally developed by a New Zealander. These boats do not operate like regular

motorboats. It has water intake systems that are similar to jet skis. The first jet boat did not have
any propellers so that it would be able to navigate very shallow rivers that New Zealand is
known for. With a massive jet boat like a Shotover, you can travel at an impressive 85 kph in
waters as shallow as 10 centimeters. With propellers, these boats can perform their signature
degree spins. Sir William Hamilton originally developed jet boats back in the year for use in the
shallow and fast flowing rivers in New Zealand. This was specifically designed to overcome the
problem of propellers striking rocks. Before Hamilton, there were many attempts at making
water jet propulsion but were not lasting mostly because the design of the units were inefficient
and did not prove to be better than the conventional propellers. This was the beginning of the
popularity of jet boats and jet units. With further improvements down the years, water jet proved
to be more advantageous than propellers for a wide variety of vessels. Today, water jets are
widely used in several high-speed vessels like patrol boats, rescue craft, offshore supply
vessels, and passenger ferries. Jet-powered boats may date back to the s, but it did not enter
the mainstream market until the s when the sale for jet boats and personal watercraft kicked off
at an impressive rate. Both companies have signed engine supply agreements with BRP. From
the earliest years of its existence in the market till date, their allure remains the same â€”
thrilling acceleration, absence of spinning propellers at the stern and a compact power train. A
jet boat works off of thrust. Think of the thrust you feel when you hold a high power fire hose or
the recoil you feel on your shoulder when you fire a rifle. The jet pump draws water into a bowl
which is then pressurized. The water then leaves the pump at a high velocity. The resultant
effect on the boat is a backward moving thrust that gets the boat moving forward. Ultimately, it
is the size of the impeller that determines the amount of thrust generated at a certain RPM other
factors also control this but for the sake of simplicity, we will not get into it. The size of the
impeller also determines the amount of horsepower required to spin it at a certain RPM. The
amount of horsepower absorbed will be directly affected by the speed at which the impeller
spins. Horsepower requirements vary with the size of the impeller. The size of the impeller
decreases as the letter increases and the engine loads lesser. It also requires less horsepower
to spin it to maximum RPM. But it will need lesser horsepower than impeller A to spin it at RPM.
Take a close look at the Impeller curve chart I found at Berkeley. It shows you the amount of
horsepower needed to spin different impeller sizes at a certain RPM. Impeller C on the other
hand only needs hp at RPM to get it spinning at the same speed. Keep in mind though, that at
this rate impeller A will generate more thrust compared to impeller C since impeller A is moving
more water at that given speed. The more water an impeller moves at a certain RPM, the more
load an engine will get, thereby needing more horsepower to get it spinning at that speed.
However, because impeller A can move more water at the given speed, the water pressure at the
pump is higher, thereby generating more thrust at the given RPM. On an average, a 16ft jet boat
will weight around lbs. An important thing to keep in mind before you set out on the water is the
maximum weight of the boat and the maximum weight it can carry. Normally the capacity plate
in your boat will show the max engine power. Jet boats can operate in shallow waters because it
can jet water above the waterline. By ejecting water above the water line, there is no need for
vents or props which can protrude right below the hull. It is also what makes the jet boats highly
maneuverable because there is no drag to the hull as it skims across the surface which would
otherwise disrupt changes in the direction. Due to its high maneuverability, you can reverse
most of it in full speed and bring it to a full stop within a little more than its own length. Here
you will cut the engine throttle and then turn the steering sharply before opening the throttle
back again. It makes the boat spin around quickly and creates a large water spray. It comes with
features like fish boxes, washdown, a live well and rod holders for an ideal day out fishing. Jet
boats, in general, have certain fishing advantages. As you are closer to the water on the stern, it
also becomes easy to unhook the fish and release it back into the water. Jet boats are all the
rage right now, and we have found 7 of our favorite models that are worth your money. In no
particular order:. Jet-powered fishing boats are rare, and we are ecstatic that the latest Yamaha
FSH Sport has made way for more fishing opportunities on flats and skinny water. If your family
has grown together with jet-powered watercraft, this one will add new dimensions and some
pretty cool fishing features. This FSH Sport does not disappoint on the performance, safety, and
comfort either. It has a layout that is quite rare in center console boats because of the dual
engines housed underneath the leaning post. This is a perfect jet boat if you want to go fishing
or just want to enjoy your day out. The first thing you notice is the striking white upholstery and
pearlescent orange that makes the interior stand out without appearing too gaudy. On a
practical front, the cockpit is deeper than you would expect, making it safe for families. It also
comes with twin captain chairs with bolsters and a lounge with impressive cutouts giving more
legroom. The front seating has space enough for 4 people, a boarding ladder and anchor locker.
With a 10 people capacity, the Scarab HO Impulse is ideal for family excursions, wakeboarding

and social outings with friends. Overhead you will find a wakeboard tower made of aluminum
which can be lowered using a Bimini top. You will find wet storage at the swim platform, right
where it should be â€” the perfect place to drop wet fins, snorkels, and masks. The boat also
comes fitted with premium speakers , a wakeboard rack and an attachment point for a towrope.
The Chaparral Vortex VRX is a watersports platform with a folding tower accompanied by a
built-in Bimini top, complete with high tow point for wake surfers. It has sportier colors and
graphics yellow, aqua, green, lime, red, gray and blue. The medallion touchscreen with
speed-control Rotax functions adds precision control over fuel efficiency, towing parameters,
control over speed, and power setting for docking. This option uses fly-by-wire technology to
shift your jet drive smoothly. Both the engines are controlled through a single lever. Fiberglass
helm dash custom molded with wrapped and hand-stitched upholstery. If you are looking for a
high-performance jet boat focused on family recreation, Yamaha AR is the way to go. This one
comes with a twin engine with a large stern area suited for water activities and a cockpit with
storage and seating and a bow area spacious enough for two adults. This is a
performance-based water activity jet boat with copious amounts of storage and seating, an
advanced management system for vessel and a hull with an evolutionary design. This AR is
fitted with a clever mechanism allowing the driver to be in better control of the boat at all
speeds. AR comes with a twin 1. You will enjoy their instantaneous and thrilling acceleration.
You can get on a plan in just 2. This SD sportsboat by Yamaha is designed for dayboat luxury
and comes with wide beams packed with smart innovations. The foot long 9-foot beam is
perfect for families invested in lux-waterfront lifestyle. In fact, they are actually too wide for daily
trailering and are not sold with a trailer. You will love their DRiVE technology available only in
this model that improves maneuverability at low-speed with paddle controls and a swim-up
seating patent-pending under the waterline that attaches itself to the stern. When the boat is in
DRiVE mode, the right paddle will throttle the engines forward while the left paddle will throttle
the engines in reverse. If you release both the paddles, the thrust will revert to neutral. The
screen will show you controls for the audio system, mapping function and data. It has a bright
display so that you can see it in bright daylight. You can upgrade and customize the onboard
amenities and appearance of your boat with a long list of options to choose from. As if this is
not enough, this jet boat is also built in such a way that you can maximize the onboard space
with seating and stowage for as many as 13 passengers. You can upgrade it to twin , or hp. All
the options come with a closed engine cooling to protect the internal engine from corrosion and
salt. Chaparral SSX is for the most demanding boaters who want the best of both worlds. This
will appeal to the small bowrider side of you looking for a bigger boat with all features of a
bowrider but with overnight capabilities. The SSX is also perfect for cruisers looking for a
practical dayboat but with the capabilities to accommodate occasional overnight stays. Just two
stairs down the cabin, you will find an ultra-leather full-size couch that can convert into a 6 inch
long double berth. You can mount a inch flat screen TV and watch it on the lounge. This small
galley is complete with a stainless-steel microwave optional , trash receptacle and a
solid-surface color-coordinated countertop. Jet boats have a lot of advantages over traditional
stern drives. Taking into consideration where and how you plan to do your boating, here are
some benefits that will make you ditch the traditional stern drive for a jet boat. Jet boats have
unmatched maneuverability and extremely quick acceleration. They can also ride in high speed,
depending on the horsepower rating and engine setup. If you are boating in a shallow lake or it
has stumps, a jet boat could be a great option. Jet boats are touted for their safety benefits. The
jet pump is enclosed, and there is no whirling prop or hardware under the hull that could
potentially injure or strike a skier or swimmer. All boats, in general, are quite safe to be honest
irrespective of what power plant is used but knowing there is no exposed propeller below
certainly does give people a sense of security. It requires the wake located behind the boat in
order to push a surfboard where the person will be standing without the help of a rope.
Typically, this is done close to the boat at the back which is why an exposed outdrive or prop
can be dangerous. Wakesurfing can be safely done behind an inboard boat, the latest Volvo
FFD or a jet boat. Any boat with a jet drive has a superior draft advantage. In a jet boat, the draft
runs only as deep as the hull, unlike in a stern drive. This makes it possible for people to drive
their jet boats in very shallow waters without any issues and eliminates any problem of potential
drive-damage or running aground in skinny waters. A jet boat can quickly plane with very little
bow rise giving it an unmatched visibility advantage because the captain will not lose sight as
the jet boat comes on plane. In certain propeller boats, drivers often lose forward vision for
about seconds. Modern day jet boats have significantly larger space inside the cockpit as
compared to a stern drive. This is mainly because the jet motors are located lower and further
back in the boat. This means a 22 inch jet boat will have an interior cockpit space similar to that
of a 24 inch stern drive. Jet boats have an impressive sportscar-like handling performance. Jet

boats can be quick and nimble with a thrust that can be redirected in a flash. Even an average
jet can leave behind other boats in a flash with a quick jerk to the wheel and a punch on the
throttle. All boats have its own share of pros and cons, and a jet boat is no exception. Here are a
few cons to keep in mind when purchasing your jet boat. Most of the latest model jet boats are
designed to operate at higher RPMs compared to stern drivers. You can stop the noise from
escaping the compartment where the engine is located. Chaparral has succeeded in making
some significant improvements in reducing the noise level in their jet boats. The differentiating
factor lies in the type of noise. Jet boat motors tend to give out a higher pitch while the motors
in stern boats make a deeper, lower noise. Fuel consumption goes hand in hand with the noise
topic and for the same reason â€” RPMs are higher. It has the potential to lower their level of
efficiency. But this is not the case with all jet boats. Fuel economy is determined by many
factors and RPM is just one of them. There is an asterisk to this one because it has to be made
very clear that this is limited to only a few jet boats. Different jet boats use different systems for
turning. There are some that do not fare well with reverse turning. Others are not. In fact, most
of them are really good. Sometimes even better than the traditional stern drives. It is important
to do your research. A good idea is to get a test drive. Vortex jet boats by Chaparral is a good
place to start. Jet boats are not the best in low speed handling. A jet thrust can be
advantageous sometimes, but you will miss having a rudder, skeg or prop in this case. It can
get difficult to drive your jet in a straight line as the boat wanders off at the side, especially
during a windy day. If you are not an experienced driver, you might end up over-steering as you
approach the dock or drive in slow speed zones. A jet is incapable of reversing the direction of
its impeller. To reverse, you can drop a bucket over the water coming out of the pump. The
bucket will redirect the flow of water, making it shoot forward rather than aft. A jet is always in
gear and has no neutral because it is pumping water through the nozzle all the time. You can
position the bucket so that the water is deflected partially, recreating the neutral in other power
systems. It can be quite a challenge to make sure that the boat does not move. And their
famous degree turns can be paralyzingly fast. But these are specifically for jet boating sports
where you pay money to be thrown from side to side and bounced around violently as it
accelerates at lightning speed and avoids rocks by mere centimeters. One of the biggest risks
to having a jet boat is ingesting random objects or ski ropes. Jet boats can suck up everything
â€” rocks, weeds, plastic bags, life jackets, rope, you name it. Be extra careful when you travel
in shallow water as it can and will suck up small rocks and sand from just a couple of feet from
the bottom. It also has less torque compared to a propped boat, so if something like a thick
weed bed in a lake gets sucked into the pump, you are stuck till you get it out. These boats are
built for anything but idling. You will have almost no directional control without the help of
some thrust. This can be dangerous especially if you are running down the river at Wide Open
Throttle WOT and you find yourself chopping the throttle in order to avoid something. You will
lose the steering simply because there is no thrust. It can also be tricky to back up jet boats.
When this happens, it is likely for your boat to suck up large rocks when backing off the beach.
The steering will not be the same as outboard or stern drive. Your control over the steering will
increase as the boat speeds up. Other than that, jet boats are very safe and are popularly
favored for the shallow draft that it allows. They can be very agile when driven by an
experienced hand but can be dangerous in the hands of a novice. A jet boat is an excellent
choice if maneuverability and speed are what you are looking for. They are ideal for lake
cruising and are also easier getting to and from the shore. Your boat is less likely to hit rocks
and stumps when in the water. You can take your family for a day out in the waters and not
worry about sharp propellers hurting anyone as they swim. Com And Affiliate Sites. Terms and
Conditions - Privacy Policy. About Contact Us Affiliate Disclosure. Table of Contents. Search
Search the site Jet Skis are cool, fast, powerful and a whole load of fun. Jet Skis can crash, you
can hit hurricane swells, you can fall off the ski, you can end up in the middle of the ocean with
a dead engine, you can flip the ski, you can crash into an oncoming boat or a fellow Jet skier.
We have created this guide for first-timers who are keen to wet their toes in the whole Personal
Watercraft scene. By the end of this blog post, you will be armed with enough information about
Jet Skis to make a decision about the purchase. The term Jet Ski became synonymous with the
PWC after Kawasaki launched its first personal watercraft under the brand name in the year
Newer models boast of a horsepower rating similar to large outboard engines and accelerate
like a Harley Davidson motorbike. In fact, a lot of people these days look at Jet Skis as an
affordable alternative to powerboats. You can get yourself a Jet Ski for fraction of the cost of a
used powerboat. Moreover, you can do pretty much everything with a Jet Ski that you can do
with a boat. You can cruise on the water, tow a single rider tube, just chill at the cove and
nowadays, you can even fish with it. Specialized fishing Jet Skis are fitted with an accouterment
of fishing accessories making them capable of everything from bass fishing on the lake to

fishing for Bluefin in offshore waters. Click here to know more about Jet Ski fishing. You will
feel the wind and the waves on your face. In concept, a Jet Ski works just like a Jet aircraft. It
sucks in a large amount of water through an intake and the same water is released under high
pressure through a much smaller outlet, which provides it with the thrust. It hardly has any
working parts under the planar which makes it less likely to malfunction on the water. A lot of
people throw around the idea of owning a personal watercraft. But reconsider their decision at
the last minute because they develop doubts about it. Not that Jet Skis are getting any cheaper
either. The use of Solo Jet Skis is usually limited to recreational entertainment. Sports Jet Skis
on the other hand are used for transportation in many parts of the world. Within these two
categories, you have sub-categories like Lite Recreational which are better suited for lakes and
rivers, recreational which are mid-level skis a little bigger than lite recreational models,
performance skis which are built for speed, sport skis which are only made by Seadoo, and
Luxury skis which are crammed to the brim with features. Take a guided PWC tour with an
experienced driver or rental company. This should give you a good idea of what to expect from
a PWC. Along with the positives, this will also reveal some of the shortcomings to you first
hand. Assess whether it is indeed a watercraft suited for your likes and dislikes. Factor in the
cost of training. There are many courses that you can take, like the RYA Personal Watercraft
Proficiency course or boating safety course which will teach you the basics of launching,
driving and docking a ski. It also certifies you for using a Jet Ski in many countries outside of
the UK. Completing a basic safety course might also qualify you for a discount on your
insurance in some parts of the USA. Factor in the cost of Insurance. Insurance is not mandatory
in many states in the US. But we highly recommend that you get one. You do not want to
venture into the water on a PWC without insurance. Think about how easy it is to access
ski-friendly venues. Many states and beaches have laws in place which restrict Jet Ski usage to
a specific offshore distance. Others have specific days on which Jet Skis are allowed. Be aware
of the local laws and restrictions if any. What good is it if you have to drive miles every time you
want to get on the waters? Take time to understand how the controls work. Most manufacturers
will give you a detailed instruction booklet and a user manual. Take your time reading this. In
addition to this, there are detailed videos on YouTube that guide you through the basics for
different Jet Ski models. You might want to check them out before you venture on your maiden
drive. Know the buttons, the controls, and the various gauges. How do you go forward, reverse
or put the watercraft in neutral? Learn how to engage the brakes. Learn how much throttle you
need to launch the ski. Some high-end performance skis can go from mph in just 3-seconds. So,
go gentle on the throttle and do it in secluded waters away from the crowd. You might notice
that your body is very stiff when you drive a ski for the first time. But try to stay relaxed. Lean
forward slightly, bend your elbows and your ride will get easier. Keep your eyes ahead rather
than on the handlebar or just off the bow. This will let you drive straight. Neutral in a Jet Ski is
very different from the neutral in a car. You might notice that the Jet Ski will move for a while
even when you shift to neutral. So ensure that you have enough room in front of you before
you. At top speed, a Jet Ski might move almost feet before it sputters to a stop. Ensure that you
steer clear of other watercraft and obstacles if any. Keep the finger on the throttle at all times. If
you notice that you might crash into something, use the throttle to divert the watercraft away to
safety before you slow down again. If your PWC has reverse or neutral, you can tap forward,
slow down a tad and then shift to reverse when you are close to the dock. Keep repeating this
until you dock safely. We cannot emphasize this enough. If the PWC does not have reverse or
brakes, then learn to do a spin while in neutral. This will help minimize the momentum allowing
you to get really slow when you approach a dock. Tip: Do not wait until you are at the dock.
Start preparing for docking when you are at least two hundred feet away from the dock. Get
yourself a drive-on floating dock. It is the cheapest and easiest way in which you can dock a
PWC. PWC lifts can be mounted to the dock as well. These will lift the PWC above the water and
can be very useful in preventing flooding. However, these are usually more expensive. Then
there are shore ramps which can be installed on any type of shore. You can even get extensions
for these. No Wake Zones are specifically created near coves, docks or near the shoreline to
minimize waves that can damage other boats or affect docking and unloading. Always idle in
no-wake zones, lest you want to invite a ticket and a worst one at that from the water police.
There are a variety of jet ski accessories available for purchase. Some of them are required,
others are just practical additions that might come in handy. If you do fall off, use the safety
lanyard to switch off the engine. If the Jet Ski has rolled over, follow the rollover instructions on
the rear and try to get it rolled back immediately. Else, this will test your upper body strength as
well as your balancing skills. It might wobble a lot depending on the size of the watercraft. Use
your knees to board the Jet Ski. It will be a lot harder than you imagine as you will be soaking
wet and this will add to your body weight. All the instructions in the world cannot prepare you

for foolhardiness. The number of people who consider Jet Skiers to be a nuisance is increasing
steadily. Some Jet Skiers tend to forget that they are sharing the water with swimmers,
fishermen, boats, and surfers. They drive recklessly tossing every rule in the book to the wind.
The right of way: If you are crossing a boat or a paddle boat or another jet ski, the vehicle on the
right has the right to pass. This is a very simple rule that can make the water enjoyable for
everybody. Yield and let them pass. So do fishermen. Be vigilant: Keep an eye out for boats,
swimmers, loungers and everything else. Expect that others may not be as vigilant as you are
and may make mistakes. All said and done, here are 10 of our favorite PWCs in , jet ski brand
buying guide. Not necessarily in this exact order. Not to mention that these models are
lightweight and come with gobs of onboard storage by Jet Ski standards. It sticks to the
entry-level pricing. Despite the family-friendly seating, the EXR is compact enough to tuck into a
tiny garage for winter. If you are in the market for an entry-level Jet Ski for your family, look no
further. The Yamaha EXR will give you the wave runner experience without breaking your bank.
You can read more about it here. The Spark is everything that a beginner Jet Skier looks for. It is
small, it is fast, it is fuel efficient and it is affordable. At just over lbs. And you can tow this with
a sedan. The spark is no muck with the bat in the water. It can hit top speeds of 50 mph, can
spin on its nose, comes with a reverse system and stay stable enough for three riders to enjoy a
smooth ride. If you are cash strapped while shopping for Jet Skis, we highly recommend the
Sea Doo spark. Ever since the introduction of the Spark, Sea Doo has been on a roll. It has been
consistently stretching the limits of the entry-level price tag by introducing models that can
hold their ground against the higher-priced competition. As the name implies, the Spark Trixx is
the Sea Doo Spark modified to make it more agile on the water. A seasoned Jet Skier that we
spoke to, called it the Wheelie King. It is designed with a variable trim jet that will let even rank
beginners do enviable-wheelies on the water. Keeping you stable during the theatrics are
angled footrests that are positioned just near the footwells. While that Yamaha waverunner may
roar past you with ease, we bet that they cant pull off the stunts that you can with the Sea doo
trixx. By the way, it can seat up to 3 riders and comes with telescopic handlebars that give you
better control. If speed is what you seek, we have better options for you. While it is touted as a
rec-lite Jet Ski, the STXF is a mean, fast machine that goes from in the blink of an eye 2 seconds
to be precise and has a top speed of 70 mph. The hull is designed for speed. But it does fairly
well in choppy waters. To top it off, the STFF is as beginner-friendly as you need. The only
possible niggle with the STFF is its design, which looks a tad outdated in comparison. Also, it
has a very low seating which tends to be problematic for tall riders. Sea Doo throws in the
Intelligent Throttle Control iTC which is a fancy name for a beginner-friendly cruise mode, an
electronic variable trim and a more aggressive sport mode which will stretch the capacity of that
engine to the max. You can also switch to an Eco mode for those longer trips where conserving
fuel becomes more important than spraying foam. The LCD display is put to good use here as
you can get information about trim position and clock in addition to the usual. Some other
noteworthy extras, as 30 gallons of onboard storage, an anti-theft security system, and the
reverse brake. But there are a bunch fishing-friendly additions thrown in for good measure. You
can even stand behind this when you fish. It comes with a recessed surface on the lid that
features four-rod holders, tackle and baits storage and trolling slots. Under the hood, the Fish
Pro is powered by a HP Rotax engine that gives it a top speed of 50mph. At a time when even
recreational users are using after-market fittings to rig their Jet Skis, the Sea Doo Fish pro takes
the guesswork out of it. A large intuitively-positioned, touchscreen display that allows you to
check and adjust the speed, maintenance schedule and fuel consumption, an accessory mount
that lets you attach everything from speakers to fish finder and action cameras with ease, and a
streamlined design that can ride smoothly on the roughest of waters. The caveat is that it has a
dry weight of lbs. The acceleration, as expected, is top-notch. It has a deeper, dramatic
V-shaped hull below the bond line that makes side-to-side handling a cinch, a wider bow and a
motocross-style handlebar that lets it glide over the waves. Excellent weight centralization
translates into a smooth performance without feeling imbalanced even in choppy waters. The
learning curve that came with stand-up models has been dramatically reduced in this one. You
will feel as comfortable as you would on a three-seater, entry-level Jet Ski. The RXP-R features
degree winglets, round chines and a central running pad, that enhance the inside lean when you
make deft turns. Club this with the unique hourglass figured seats that allow you to put those
leg muscles to good use, the RXP-R allows you to make amazing degree turns, spraying foam
like a pro. Insert a key and the Intelligent brake and reverse iBR system limit the top speed to
allow novices to board the craft. This same system also allows you to stop the watercraft in half
the distance that it takes for conventional crafts, as well as start in neutral. The VX limited packs
in all the bells and whistles that it possibly can while retaining the affordable price tag. It is
powered by the new TR-1 HO engine that goes from mph in just 2. Almost forgot to mention that

it has an impressive top speed of 53 mph. This gives it stable side-to-side handling and amazing
turns. In addition to this, you can shift from forward to reverse without taking your hands off the
handlebar. And if you do need to take them off, shift to the No-Wake mode designed for
No-wake zones or the Cruise assist, which lets users fine-tune the speed for long-distance
cruising. That, folks, sums up our guide to Jet Skis. We hope that you enjoyed reading this and
that it helps you understand whether the PWC is indeed a watercraft that you would like to
invest in. A Jet Ski is a very versatile boat that can offer fun and practicality in an affordable
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Location of all the various polls and voting we do across the forum. Threads 82 Messages 2. Do
you carry a firearm aboard your boat? Feb 9, kgower. Anything electrical or electronic Added a
second battery, drained both! Yesterday at PM nbiongo. Fishing Threads Messages 1. Threads
Messages 1. Downrigger install. Wednesday at PM Julian. Tow Rigs, Trailers and other things
with Wheels Forum for the discussion of tow rigs, boat trailers and anything with wheels.
Threads Messages 13K. Save me some money. Yesterday at PM kgower. Making my own
wakebooster. Yesterday at PM swatski. Milwaukee Tools Accessories HD. Today at AM TimW
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Tailwaters. SX Resurrection. Threads Messages 7K. Mr-1 thermostat. Tuesday at PM Seedogg.
Hey guys more questions on lx Threads 21 Messages ISO Yamaha Exciter Rotax Engine Topics
For discussions on Rotax engine topics. Threads 93 Messages Jan 14, rayski. Chaparral
Threads Messages 2. Today at AM Readyrb. Four Winns Threads 3 Messages Threads 3
Messages Jul 27, Beckit Glastron Jet Boats A place to discuss all things related to the Glastron
line of jet boats. Tuesday at AM Terrance. Scarab Jet Boats A place to discuss all things related
to the Scarab line of jet boats. Scarab vs. Yamaha SD. Friday at AM Dean P. Just got a
Challenger What's your favourite mods? Feb 11, Watermelon. Thursday at PM AndyArizona.
Classic Jet Boats Threads 32 Messages Threads 32 Messages Feb 9, drs Threads 75 Messages
Anyone have experience with the Scout boats or Scout Sportfish? Sep 24, zipper. Jet Skis
Threads Messages 2. Which GP Waverunner should I buy? Things to Buy Classified Ads A
place to sell merchandise or list rental properties. Threads 2. Group Buys Lets get together and
negotiate better prices. Threads 42 Messages 3. Feb 12, zipper. Swag Forum Logo Items.
Threads 60 Messages 2. Yesterday at PM Bruce. Discount Codes Codes for discounts at
supporting vendors. Threads 68 Messages Wholesale Marine Discount code. Feb 14, Babin
Farms. Lets help each other out by describing what we will find at our local dealerships as well
as documenting any dealers who provide better than expected service. Threads 44 Messages
Jan 31, dzeppos. Vendors A place for all vendors to tell us about their products and our
comments about those products. Seadek styles. Feb 3, Jason Kloehn. Threads 18 Messages
Jan 20, Yamaholic. Forum Feature, Rules, Communication Requests Got a request about how
this forum is run, structured etc Threads 87 Messages Logging in. Feb 7, fatboyroy. Threads 72
Messages Screen name change. Jan 25, Papa Erp. NSFW Content that might not be acceptable
in the workplace. Interested members can request access to these forums. Latest media. Latest
posts. Latest: Andy Orton 35 minutes ago. Classified Ads. General Discussion. Shorlandr
Reverse Lights? Latest: itsdgm 57 minutes ago. Forum statistics Threads 30, Messages ,
Members 25, Latest member bbauman. Latest hash tags crossings Post. JRAD Post. Trending
hash tags 1, Weight: 1. Weight: 1. At the robust heart of every Northwest boat is smart
engineering tailored specifically for local waterways and weather. The kind that painstakingly
ensures the greatest consistency, strength, ride, and running performance. Super-tough
aluminum alloy bottoms. Beefy extruded chines. The innovative EZ Arch step-through door,
standard on most models, that lets you avoid unsnapping the top to access the bow area. A
Northwest Boats exclusive innovation. The windshield creates a solid frame around the center
bow door. The top is affixed to the frame, not the door, allowing easy opening without having to
undo any snaps, zippers or velcro seals. Bring the entire family to cruise, fish, camp,
wakeboard, or just simply relax. Everyone has a comfortable seat and storage areas to store
belongings. Tall sides keep the interior dry and soft or hard tops are available on most models.
Born and bred to navigate the challenging whitewater of the Snake River in Hells Canyon, but
highly capable of safely running everything from extreme shallows to class 4 rapids. Stout
design and welded aluminum ensures tank-tough strength and performance. Northwest Boats
are built with all-encompassing strength, flawless detail, and strikingly attractive lines. The
structural integrity of our welded aluminum boats is unequalled in the heavy-gauge industry.
Built to take a beating without ever missing a beat. It takes years of training to achieve the skill
and precision required to weld a Northwest Boat. Our designs demand an equal level of
strength and beauty. Fish effectively and look good doing it. Northwest Boats feature unique
designs, like wrapped rails, split-lid fish boxe
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s, vertical and side-tray rod storage and so much more. For every technique, your tackle will
always be close at hand. Choose a full or partial hard top for the ultimate in comfort, or a
convertible marine vinyl folding top that can be fully removed when it's time for summer fun.
Northwest Boats always have been and always will be hand-crafted by highly skilled tradesmen
and women in Washington State. We take great pride in our American-made heritage. Raw
materials are purchased from U. The waves and winds are no match for the chop-taming bottom
design. The center door features a welded, fixed frame. The top attaches to the frame so there
are no snaps, zippers or seals to undo to step out to the bow. Simply unlatch and open. Close
and relatch. Get a Free Quote. Find a Dealer. Flawlessly detailed and utterly indestructible
boats: just like Northwest boaters At the robust heart of every Northwest boat is smart
engineering tailored specifically for local waterways and weather. Learn More.

